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Navigating
the Future.
Providing reliable, safe and secure space services is our
daily business - and our passion. We are responsible for
managing Europe´s biggest spacecraft constellation:
the European Satellite Navigation System GALILEO. On
behalf of the European Commission we operate from our
headquarters at the Galileo Control Center (GCC-D) in
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany.
With our international team of more than 240 experts, we offer
our customers excellent services comprising

•

Space Operations

•

Space and Ground Segment Maintenance

www.dlr-gfr.com

LinkedIn / DLR GfR mbH

Visit us in Hall 6, Booth 250!
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INNOspace® – Exploiting the full
potential of space innovations
Space is not only a great source of
inspiration, but also an important
engine for innovation. Many innovations that were initially developed for
use cases in the space industry have
been subsequently transferred to
other industries to create value for
our everyday life back on earth.
For example, the first modern fuel cell
was developed by NASA for the Moon
landings during the Apollo missions.
Then it was key to a closed energy
system and primarily used to produce
electricity (up to 2,300 watts per
module), heat and drinking water for
the Apollo Astronauts. Today, it is
considered a key technology for the
transition towards a hydrogen based
sustainable energy infrastructure.
To encourage and support the contributions of space as an engine for
innovation, and to ensure that new
markets are exploited through the
transfer of space technology and
knowledge transfer, the German
Space Agency started the initiative
INNOspace® in 2013. Technology
transfer is an important part of the
space and high-tech strategy of the
German Government, on whose behalf the German Space Agency acts.
For this purpose, the initiative
INNOspace® hosts a range of measures.
Among them are the international innovation competition INNOspace Masters,
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as well as the innovation networks of members within the networks is
Space2Motion, Space2Agriculture statement of the success and importance of the three networks. To date,
and Space2Health.
the networks facilitate exchange
The INNOspace Masters competition between nearly 500 members. The
is looking for new ideas, business diversity of actors, which the netmodels and technologies based on works combine, shows that such a
the transfer between space and other technology and knowledge transfer is
industrial sectors. In the past seven important to the entirety of the innorounds of the competition, 1,700 par- vation ecosystem which grows at the
ticipants from more than 40 different intersection of these industries:
countries have submitted a total of Space2Motion, Space2Agriculture and
691 ideas. The 72 winners so far have Space2Health bring together rebeen awarded prize money and fund- searchers from universities and
ing of more than 8.1 million EUR. The research institutes, representatives
competition is hosted by the German from small- and medium-sized comSpace Agency at DLR together with panies as well as large corporations
its partners Airbus, OHB, Mercedes- and start-ups. But the networks also
Benz and the German Business include various ministries and associIncubation Centres. The theme of this ations as valued members.
year’s competition is “Sustainable and
Efficient Innovations for Space and To showcase that research for space
Earth”. All winners will be announced travel and research in space are key to
at the INNOspace Masters Conference innovations that open up a wide
and Awards Ceremony on 5 July in range of new applications and perspectives for life on Earth, and to
Berlin.
highlight the influence these techThe INNOspace networks Space2Motion, nologies already have on all of our
Space2Agriculture and Space2Health lives, the German Space Agency crehave been established by the German ated the INNOspace Expo.
Space Agency to foster the exchange
between the space industry and the The INNOspace Expo “ALL.täglich!”
automotive, agriculture and health (“SPACE.DAILY”) is a wandering exhiindustry in Germany. They are com- bition with innovations from 30 difmunication platforms, through which ferent subject areas, combining over
knowledge and technology transfer is 50 exhibits in addition to roughly 100
initiated for the benefit of all actors video clips and 250 visual illustrainvolved. The ever-growing number tions.
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experimenta – The Science Center

A unique place to experience learning in a new way.

Experience creates knowledge. That is
the philosophy of the experimenta,
Germany’s largest science center. With
its affirmation of “lifelong learning”
experimenta is committed to this intergenerational approach, inspiring its
invitation to all visitors from 3 to 103.

For explorers both young and old
In the Discovery World everyone
becomes an explorer. More than 275
interactive stations are spread out on
four levels. The stations not only
encourage critical thinking, the
unraveling of mysteries, and experimentation, but also occasionally
require use of the body. Entirely in
keeping with the motto “Experience
creates knowledge”. Guests explore
scientific and technical concepts in
four main themes. Visitors learn what
happens when a car crashes, how the
world gets into our heads, or how an
artificial kangaroo can be made to hop.
Everyone who enjoys discussing the
issues of the future are in the right
place in experimenta’s Forum. The
venue is an educational offering with
interactive stations, a filmbox and
magazines. At an interactive monitor
table, guests can see what the city of
the future will look like. Or they can
lean back and relax and read one of
the many science magazines available.
In the Filmbox, a wide range of videos
provides an opportunity to increase
one’s knowledge and to critically
question one’s own opinion.

Magical Experience Worlds
In the Experience Worlds, visitors
explore unknown worlds without
visual limits. A very special place for
young and old is the Science Dome.
Behind its name is a unique combination of planetarium and theater. The
360° dome is 21.5 meters in diameter
and extends over the heads of the
audience with a 726 m² projection
screen. The seating is mounted on a
revolving platform that can turn 180
degrees. The diverse program offerings in the Science Dome include laser
and experimental shows as well as
theater, lectures, films and much
more. There is also the Experimental
Theater for children on level five of
the new building. In live demonstrations, children between the ages of
four and ten are introduced to the
cycle of rain, river, ocean and evaporation, for example, or learn why an
airplane flies. Performance of the
age-appropriate plays and demonstrations is in the hands of experienced
actors and applied theater practitioners.

Visitors to the barrier-free Observatory on the experimenta rooftop
terrace venture near celestial bodies.
The All-Sky Dome and powerful telescopes let them peer deep into the
universe. While high-contrast images
of celestial objects can be produced
using the reflecting telescope with a
sensitive camera, a refracting telescope
with special filters makes viewing the
center of the solar system safe. Using
a special device, guests can even take
pictures of the sun with their smart
phones.

Pursue research like professionals
The experimenta labs are probably
some of the most fascinating classrooms in the world. A team of experienced educators and academics conduct the more than 60 courses that
make observation fun and encourage
students to pursue their own research
questions. Children and teens can
build an electric motor, program a
robot, or run a DNA analysis using test
tube and pipette. Experimenta is
recognized as place of learning and a
research center by the BadenWürttemberg Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sport. In the experimental
kitchen, exciting cooking experiences
are served with a view to scientific
phenomena.
The theme of the Maker Space is
“From theory to practice”. This open
platform is a venue for teens and
young adults ages 14 to 25 and older
guests as well to develop and create,
program and discuss. Movers and
doers can pursue their own projects
here. The facilities include a wood
workshop, several 3D printers, a
sewing and photo studio with green
screen. The Maker Space team supports visitors and instructs them in
safe machine use.
Contact:
Email: info@experimenta.science
Website: www.experimenta.science
The observatory provides an unrestricted view of
the universe. Credits: experimenta
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High Performance Equipment &
Subsystems for Data Transfer,
Safety, Climate- and Orbit-Protection

Ka-band antenna „H2NBA“ (foreground: feed, background:
reflector) by HPS for the German telecommunication mission Heinrich Hertz.

In these times it becomes clear how
important it is for the government
and industry to invest in space technology. In an international context,
space technology is an important
strategic ability for nations, and this
fosters close international partnerships. For industry, technological
excellence is the only path towards
new orders in the rapidly increasing
international competition. Specialization is the key to achieving World
Class in technology.
For the Munich-based company HPS
GmbH, a German Small and Medium
Enterprise (SME), 22-years of existence
has led to three specialised product
groups in the equipment and subsystem area:

mission (EUCLID, ESA, customer
Thales Alenia Space), a space safety
asteroid mission (HERA, ESA, customer
OHB), a telecommunications mission
(Heinrich Hertz, DLR, direct customer
TESAT) and a space station orbiting
the moon (LUNAR GATEWAY, ESA,
direct customer SENER). On GATEWAY,
one antenna will manage the communication between the moon's surface and the station, and the other
one communicates between the station
and the earth. When it comes to
potential new German defense missions, HPS is at the forefront and
offers its highly stable antennas for
reliable data transfer.
B) Large Deployable Reflector Subsystems (LDRS - LEA)
Large, deployable antennas with
reflector diameters from 3 m to 20 m
and deployable arms of up to 20 m
length are applied in "dual-use" (civil
and military) onboard missions for
earth observation and telecommunications. Technology projects performed
within ESA programs, and under
H2020 (a co-funded activity granted
by the European Union) and numerous
self-funded R&D-activities have led
to an ESA prime contract with HPS

A) Reflector Antennas
Demands on data rate and bandwidth
(i.e., quantity of Mbits per second to
be transmitted) are constantly increasing and this results in the need for
very stiff & lightweight antennas.
HPS has developed products to meet
these needs and delivers the market
with antennas operating in X-/Ka/QV-band, from 40 cm to 2.4 m in
diameter. Examples include a science
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LEA – Large Deployable Reflector Subsystem,
lead by HPS, produced mainly by several
German SME with contributions of companies
of 6 other European countries.

for an 8-meter subsystem on the
Copernicus mission CIMR, which is
part of Europe’s climate protection
program observing ice on the polar
caps. This LDRS-contract was achieved
in competition against two American
companies. Consequently, a market
which was previously dominated by
America has been expanded to include
the European, SME-dominated industry team led by HPS and supported by
its Munich partner and subcontractor
LSS (responsible for the reflector
assembly) as well as 14 other subcontractors from Germany, Spain,
Portugal, Romania, France, Denmark
and Sweden. The LEA-subsystem used
on CIMR, is comprised of the reflector
assembly, arm assembly, deployment
electronics, hold-down-and-releasemechanims, harness and thermal
hardware. The metal mesh for the
reflector is produced in the Upper
Franconian joint venture HPtex
GmbH, a perfect synergy between the
industrial textile industry (IPROTEX)
and aerospace (HPS).

C) Deorbit Sails (ADEO)
Environmental protection in space is
one of the most urgent issues in an
exponentially-growing orbit "population". Various technologies are currently being developed worldwide,
from braking rockets to active capture systems. HPS has focused on sail
modules that are permanently attached to the satellite before launch
and unfold automatically after endof-mission. The remaining atmosphere,
which exists up to a height of 900
km, is then sufficient to slow down
these satellites just by air drag and
then burn up in the lower atmosphere.
The so-called „ADEO product family“
ranges from a sail size of 3.6 m2 for
small cubesats, 15-20 m2 modules for
medium-sized satellites (250 to 500
kg) and up to 100 m2 subsystems for
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ADEO – Deployable drag sail subsystem
for automatic deorbit of satellites
for a „CleanGreen Space“. Images: HPS

place in the global NewSpace Market years ago, able to deliver high perforand also in the European Secure mance components for institutional
and commercial space missions, while
Connectivity Constellation.
remaining independent from capital
markets or foreign shareholders,
D) Derivates
HPS also offers derivatives from the which is seen as added values for
above product groups. One example is Germany’s position. During the next
the quickly-deployable backpack one or two years, the German and
antenna called „KEAN“ for aid organi- European space industries have to
zations, mobile journalism, expedi- assert themselves, in order to generate
tions and military. Other items in the business, while serving institutional
portfolio include thermal hardware needs by providing high-end technol(such as MLI or radiators), secondary ogy. HPS is ready to make its contristructures and MGSE, all of them also bution to economy, safety, climateprovided by HPS' Romanian subsidiary, and orbit-protection.
HPS S.R.L., located in Bucharest.
Contact:
HPS GmbH
What’s Next
Based upon all its previous develop- Contact@hps-gmbh.com
ments through much support from www.hps-gmbh.com

large satellites or launcher upper stages
(up to 1,500 kg). While initial ADEO
modules are already operating in
space, HPS is continually upgrading
ADEO with the aim of finding its governmental side, HPS is, since some

LR BW - Forum Luft- und
Raumfahrt Baden-Württemberg e.V.
Space for Ideas
Baden-Württemberg produces around
forty per cent of the space activities
in Germany. Climate-neutral flying
has been an integral part of the
research and development landscape
in the southwest since 1996. In
2022, the ILA will focus on
"Discover the Future of Aerospace".
The joint booth of the Forum
Aerospace
Baden-Württemberg,
together with its exhibitors and
partners in the International
Supplier Center, will present "parts
of innovation". With the "path of
innovation", the Forum announces
twelve elements, the "parts of
innovation", of a state-of-the-art
innovation process approaching
innovation quality. In this way, the
LR BW is making a contribution to
Germany as a sustainable, innovative
and new aerospace centre.
Around 90 members in BadenWürttemberg are committed to the
aerospace sector in southwest Germany
under the umbrella of the LR BW and

in this way, since 2005, have been the
central point of contact for the competitiveness of the aerospace sector
nationwide and in the state. "The
commitment is worth it," states the
Chairman of the LR BW, Prof. RolfJürgen Ahlers. "For the first time,
thanks to the commitment of the LR
BW and its members, aerospace was
able to find a place in the state
government's coalition agreement.
Never before have there been so
many projects and initiatives in the
LR BW. With the open industry dialogue "FUTUREAVIATION", a brand
has also been created that spreads
beyond the state borders and makes
climate-neutral flying "made in
Baden-Württemberg" visible. In order

to continue to give the industry even
more visibility, we are promoting the
expansion of our ecosystem, intensive
exchange among each other and
cross-state cooperation between
associations and regions. That's why
Forum LR BW is returning to the
International Supplier Center and
demonstrating its very own DNA
through the participation of international exhibitors: Innovation, cooperation, transformation," Ahlers continues.
Contact:
LR BW - Forum Luft- und Raumfahrt
Baden-Württemberg e.V.
Email: info@lrbw.de
Internet: www.lrbw.de
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NewSpace from Lake Constance
More than 1,000 units from
SpaceTech GmbH in orbit
With the successful launch of
OneWeb satellites on February 10th,
2022, more than 1,000 SpaceTech
units - to be exact, 1038 units on 442
satellites - are in orbit on many
different satellites as well as on the
ISS. We are proud to state that all of
them either are working nominally or
are exceeding their specification
significantly.

18 years STI – from start up to
established space system provider
2004, long before “NewSpace” became popular, STI was founded
driven by the idea to make spaceflight more affordable, more efficient, smarter and easier. Sharing the
STI founders vision, others quickly
followed. Now being an SME with
about 120 employees this vision
remains our biggest driver at. We look
back on many success stories, forming a great space heritage that our
customers and partners benefit from.
We are part of space missions with
worldwide recognition such as GRACE
Follow-On, ICARUS, OneWeb and
YORK as well as a multitude of ESA
and EU missions, such as several
Copernicus Sentinels, Galileo, EUCLID,
PLATO, JUICE and LISA…they became
too many to list them all without
boring our readers. Small or big project, we never lose our start-up spirit,
discovering new ways in the space
sector.
We offer a wide range of products,
ranging from solar arrays, mechanisms and carbon fiber structures to
whole photonic and quantum tech-
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nological instruments and End-to- SpaceTech solar arrays and solar array
deployment mechanisms are flying in
End space systems.
orbit on a multitude of institutional
STI solar arrays – smart design and earth observation satellites as well as
automated production
on commercial missions from e.g.
With about two solar arrays leaving York and Oneweb. With more than
our factory each day, SpaceTech has 163 solar arrays and more than 800
acquired a leading role in the global deployment mechanisms currently in
space solar array market. Starting orbit we have acquired a veritable
with body-mounted and single-hinge space heritage.
deployable solar arrays, we now also In addition to the increased business
design and manufacture highly with commercial customers, the
demanding multi-hinge deployable selection of STI to provide the solar
solar arrays with up to five panels per arrays for 4 out of 6 upcoming
wing, including deployment mecha- Copernicus Expansion satellites, speaks
nisms and solar array drive. The smart for itself. Our solar arrays are not only
deployment system design, the highly cost effective but can also fulfil even
automated yet flexible panel produc- the most demanding requirements. To
tion and photovoltaic assembly lay- satisfy the increased demand in our
down processes enable us to provide products we are currently expanding
solar arrays fast and highly cost our production capabilities in our
effective from single satellite missions new solar array factory, in which production will start in 2022.
to large satellite constellations.

Deployable solar arry in STI clean room.
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STI optical instruments – photonic and are expected be confirmed for
implementation in 2023. As part of
quantum technology
Starting around 2012 with the laser
ranging interferometer (LRI) for
GRACE Follow-On and several subsequent activities for national and ESA
missions, STI has established itself as
a competence center for laser-optical
instruments for space.
Our team of laser specialists covers
the optical, opto-mechanical and
electronical expertise required to
develop laser metrology instruments,
optical frequency references and
quantum technology systems like
optical clocks for space. With the LRI
by far exceeding the nominal performance and lifetime, we are now
developing the optical frequency
reference unit for the French-German
Lidar Mission MERLIN, a multi-species
frequency reference for future LIDAR
missions, the laser system for LISA
and have been selected to perform
the pre-development of the Laser
ranging interferometer for NGGM,
ESAs “Next Generation Gravity
Mission”. NGGM is intended to fly in
constellation with GRACE-I, the successor of GRACE Follow-On and ICARUS, for which STI is again contributing to the laser ranging interferometer
in cooperation with our US partners
at JPL and with the Albert Einstein
Institute Hannover. GRACE-I and
NGGM are currently both in Phase A

the COMPASSO team we are contributing to the first optical clock
from Europe in space.

STI Small System Integrator – ISS &
small satellites
In its third activity focus STI is realizing End-to-End space systems, be it,
such as ICARUS, that is in operation
since 2020 or complete small satellites. For this STI has been preparing
its team from begin on. After several
mission studies and a small satellite
kit delivered to Taiwan, STI is now
capable to provide complete solutions
for small satellite missions within a
network of partners for all necessary
platform units.

ICARUS Antenna ground testing, Credits: STI

New Ways 4 Space!
It is impossible to imagine life today
without spaceflight. With high
growth rates, the space sector is
becoming more and more important
economically compared to other
industrial sectors. Space is ideally
suited to contribute solutions to the
pressing global issues of climate
change, communication and security.
Many countries around the world
have recognized its importance as a
factor for the future and are investing heavily. We are therefore pleased
with the German government's clear

ICARUS Antenna on ISS, credit: ESA/NASA/Astroserena)

position to further strengthen SME in
the space sector in terms of technology, automation and their participation in missions such as GRACE-I,
HRWS and the European secure connectivity initiative. Together, with our
agencies and our commercial customers and with the expertise and
enthusiasm of our team we find new
ways for space!
Authors:
Kolja Nicklaus, Marieke Leidorf, STI
Contact:
SpaceTech GmbH
Dr. Kolja Nicklaus
Email: business@spacetech-i.com
Website www.spacetech-i.com
LRI optical bench, credit: STI.
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DSI Aerospace Technologie GmbH

Biomass PDHU
Front, credit: DSI

DSI Aerospace Technologie GmbH
(DSI) is a private SME, founded as a
spin-off of the University of Applied
Sciences Bremen in 1997. DSI provides dependable digital electronics
for airborne and space applications.
Our headquarter is located in the
Airport City, Bremen. Two additional
branch offices are located in
Braunschweig.
Our fields of activity are dedicated to
the engineering and development of
solutions for e.g. data storage and
processing units, on-board computers, control and advanced communication systems.
We are specialized in designing digital systems, that provide significant
savings in required resources in terms
of power consumption, mass and
volume. We combine high-end technologies and innovative ideas into
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cutting-edge products. Our integrated
approach provides significant increase
in processing power and reliability
due to the usage of high-end FPGAs
and ASICs.
The customer’s satisfaction is the
central element of DSI’s success. We
are challenged by our partners worldwide to create tailored technology
solutions in response to their stateof-the-art applications’ needs. We
stand for the dependability of our
products as well as our offered services. Our promise is the dedication to
high-quality, on-time delivery and
cost effectiveness. Innovation, performance and quality are our daily
drivers for ensuring mutual success
together with our customers, which
among others are ESA, DLR, Airbus
Defence & Space, Thales Alenia Space,
OHB, QinetiQ Space and Beyond
Gravity.
We have expertise and heritage in the
design, development and implementation of On-Board Computers,
Payload Data Handling Units as well
as Mass Memory and Processing
Units. Our hardware and software
have already gathered long flight
heritage being on board of some
prominent space programs such as

ExoMars (ESA’s Mars mission), Proba V
(Earth observation, land cover and
vegetation growth), EnMAP (DLR’s
Imaging Spectrometer Mission).
We are as well delivering flight equipment for a multitude of earth observation missions e.g. for Biomass
(ESA’s forest mission), Kompsat-7
(Korean Multi-purpose Satellite), FLEX
(ESA’s FLuorescence EXplorer (FLEX)
mission), COPERNICUS (on board of 5
out of 6 satellites, EU/ESA’s climate
monitoring satellites), as well as science and space weather missions like
JUICE (Jupiter mission), PLATO
(Planetary mission), HERA (Asteroid
deflection mission) and several more
upcoming project contributions.
With more than 50 failure-free years
in orbit, our equipment provides the
appropriate reliability required for
harsh environments. We design and
develop your electronic equipment,
either as a turn-key solution or using
a cooperative development approach.
Contact:
DSI Aerospace Technologie GmbH
Email: info@dsi-as.de
Website: www.dsi-as.de
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TESAT-SPACECOM

Image: TESAT

Over the course of six decades, TESAT
has developed in-depth expertise in
manufacturing of payload equipment
for communication and navigation
satellites and has established itself as
a clear market leader. On its 60,000m²
premises in Backnang, Germany, about
1,100 employees develop, assemble,
integrate and test systems and equipment for telecommunication and
navigation via satellite.
Our productportfolio encompass
highly reliable equipment as for
example the travelling wave tube
amplifiers, multiplexers, waveguide
switches and modulators, which along
with complete systems are delivered
globally to all leading satellite manufacturers. Therefore, we offer the
complete communication technology

necessary, to for example emit television
signals over the antenna of a satellite
to each household. More than half of
all communication satellites in orbit
have TESAT equipment on board.
We are convinced that in future global
communication will only be viable
with the incorporation of space.
Therefore, as the first organization in
the world, we are developing and
delivering equipment for optical
broadband communication in space.
Using laser, these terminals can transmit
data and images between satellites
and from satellites to earth in near
real time.
That is why the ISS communicates via
TESAT’s Ka-band intersatellite-link to
ensures secure transmission and fast
communication to Earth. This means

that the experiments of the astronauts can be followed from in near
real time. TESAT thus contributes to
the important research of the ISS
crew by transporting the data to
Earth quickly and safely.
Given our competitive position in the
commercial satellite market and the
quality standards required of us there,
our products are now used more frequently in the various satellite-based
systems of the security and defense
sectors worlwide.
Contact:
Email: info@tesat.de
Website: www.tesat.de
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GMV GmbH
key role in Galileo. The most critical
responsibilities include the development, maintenance and evolution of
the ground control segment, and operations including engineering, simulation, planning and flight dynamics.
Furthermore, GMV provides operations,
ground systems engineering and flight
dynamics support for Telecommunication, Earth Observation and Science
missions for ESA, EUMETSAT and DLR.
High data rate communications and
protocol engineering complete our
spectrum of expertise.
Image: DLR

Since the 1980s, privately held Spanish
multinational corporation GMV has
been a key player in the German space
market. During this time, GMV has successfully developed to become a major
supplier of services and systems for
Mission Analysis, Flight Dynamics,
Navigation, Simulation, Mission Control
Systems, Cybersecurity, Space Safety as
well as for Ground Segment turnkey
solutions including Mission Planning
and Data Processing Systems.
In the frame of a long-year cooperation with the German Aerospace Center

(DLR), GMV took on a key position in
human spaceflight and specifically in
Columbus, the European scientific
laboratory of the International Space
Station. GMV supports DLR and ESA in
flight and ground operations, ground
systems engineering, planning and training, with tasks spanning from the
design, integration, and validation of
the ground system to engineering and
operations maintenance and development of software tools.
In the field of satellite navigation, as
lead contractor for ESA, GMV plays a

Based on this heritage, GMV was able
to develop and successfully market a
set of products in the areas of operations support, 3D visualization and onboard instrument emulation. This has
been expanded to include custom products for the aerospace market with
custom chassis and interface electronics as OEM suppliers. We specialize in
making mission critical systems, support equipment, simulators and tools.
Contact:
GMV GmbH, Mattia Moscardino
Email: mmoscardino@gmv.com
Website: www.gmv.com

Beyond Gravity
Advancing humankind
Beyond Gravity (formerly RUAG Space)
is the preferred supplier of structures
for all types of launch vehicles and a
leader in selected satellite products and
for constellations in the New Space
sector. 1600 employees at 12 locations
in six countries – including Germany
and the USA – develop and manufacture
products with the goal of advancing
humankind and enabling the exploration
of the world and beyond.

Filterwheel for MetOp-SG, credit: Beyond Gravity

XIV

of satellites in space. Only due to the
calibration, a meaningful satellite
image can be created. Beyond Gravity
Germany is further active in space
microelectronics for navigation receivers
and signal processors.

Solutions for lithography
In the industrial sector on Earth, the
company provides electromechanical
solutions for commercial actuators in
photolithography, a key method for
From Coswig into the cosmos
manufacturing advanced integrated
Beyond Gravity Germany located in circuits.
Coswig near Dresden produces high
precision mechanisms for space travel Contact:
and industry with around 70 employees. Email: info@beyondgravity.com
One focus lies on mechanisms for cali- Website: www.beyondgravity.com
brating the optical payloads (telescopes)
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EVERLASTING FRESH SOCKS FOR SPACE

ISS Mission equipped with Upper Hand Socks

Matthias Maurer wearing Upper Hand Socks onboard of the
ISS. Images: Upper Hand

The antiviral technology of the ViruShield
research project (funded by EIT Health)
prevents not only the transmission of
dangerous viruses, but also that of bacteria that cause unpleasant odors. ITA
employees were able to demonstrate
this together with the company Upper
Hand® (upperhand.de), a spin-off from
ITA.

technology and new cooperation part- power of micro-magnetics. Our yarns
have an active ingredient, organo-silanes,
ners. Here is a brief summary:
firmly attached to them, which create
positive magnetic load peaks on the
WHAT’S NEW
Our technology removes unpleasant yarn surface. These are powerful
bacteria from textiles and has three enough to open up the fragile membranes
of hulled bacteria. Without the membenefits:
(1) More comfort: bacteria induced brane, the bacteria gets deactivated
malodors can’t form, you feel fresh at and cannot replicate anymore. The
ingredients are proven harmless to
all time.
Now the team is going one step further (2) Better protection: hulled bacteria humans and environment (unlike silver
and testing the technology on stock- and viruses are constantly inactivated, and copper).
ings in space. The ISS is a hermetically no smear infections.
sealed metal box in space, in which (3) Less CO2: 50% of CO2 emissions of WHAT HAPPEND
several people live together, without a textiles come from washing. Our tech We would equipped Matthias with our
washing machine. It’s the ultimate cuts this in half.
socks and he tested them in space on
testing ground for new self-cleaning,
the ISS. During the mission we wanted
super comfortable clothing. Astronaut
to understand how long he perceived
WHY RELEVANT
Matthias Maurer, an RWTH Aachen
This might be relevant not only for the effect to work. And after the mission
University alumnus, took the Upper
future space missions and space travel, we collect samples of the clothes to
Hand socks up to the ISS via SpaceX
but also for us humans living together evaluate bacterial load. This is what we
Dragon on Sunday for extensive testing.
on Earth. Through the space experi- are doing right now. Furthermore
ment we intend to test the tech in one everyone on earth can test them from
In an interview, Matthias Maurer
of the most challenging environments, now on by contacting us through
reports, "I have a new material with me
and to create awareness on Earth. We upperhand.co.
that has been optimized on the surface
have experience in this field: RWTH
to be antibacterial. That's where germs
Aachen University, FU Berlin and Upper BENEFITS
are killed on the surface and that's a
Hand have worked on textiles that can More self confidence and comfort for
really great project, especially in times
disinfect themselves. We could prove the wearer, more protection against
of pandemic."
effectiveness against SARS-CoV-2. microbes and cross contamination, and
Now, we have shown effectiveness a new way to reduce CO2 emissions.
The aim is to show that the technology
against bacteria forming malodour in
can also solve everyday problems. For
the lab and supplemented it with a longer Contact:
example, clothing items could be washed
term use study in space with Matthias Impact products
less frequently in the future, or odors in
Maurer.
Dr. Ing. David Schmelzeisen
the home could be reduced with the
Mail: david@impactproducts.de
new textiles. More information about
Internet: www.upperhand.de
HOW
IT
WORKS
the newly developed fabrics and products can be read in more detail online The textile materials deactivate 99.99%
at upperhand.co. The project team is of odor causing bacteria by breaking
open to further applications of the apart their membranes through the
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Connections made for extreme situations
Johann Maier forges, rolls, turns and prints

Johann Maier offers a huge range of parts, beginning from M1,6 up to M25.

Where quality matters most, it is in
extreme situations, such as those that
frequently occur in the aerospace,
motor sports, oil exploration, defense
and security industries. Here, the
smallest parts are in responsible positions. Johann Maier is at home in this
world of high demands. The Stuttgartbased family-owned company produces
high-strength and corrosion-resistant
fasteners for companies all over the
world. In recent decades, it has earned
an excellent reputation in this discipline.

production according
customer requirements
standards. Customer
trust and long-term
document the success.

to individual
or worldwide
satisfaction,
partnerships

A look into the depth of the technically sophisticated special processes is
also impressive. Using hot forging,
heat treatment and thread rolling,
Johann Maier processes various lowand high-alloy steels, titanium, nickel
or cobalt-based alloys as well as aluminum composites. The fastening eleThe 100 percent premise
ments achieve tensile strengths up to
Johann Maier’s specialists are in their 2200 megapascals (MPa).
element with small and mediumsized production batches. In profes- Thanks to a new 80-ton forging press,
sional, reproducible complete pro- even larger diameters than before
duction, many processes are closely have been possible since the beginning
coordinated. All's well that ends well: of the year (up to M25). Recently,
Before delivery, the finished parts are Johann Maier successfully transferred
carefully checked in the in-house its know-how and expanded its product
laboratory. The systematic procedure portfolio to include precise turned
ensures 100 percent conformity in and milled parts. In manufacturing

XVI

these precise system components in
the state-of-the-art 5-axis rotary
milling centers, some of the same
top-class materials are used as for
screws and bolts.

Additively manufactured
components
The Stuttgart-based company also
demonstrates its innovative strength
in using another top technology.
Together with a specialized partner
for 3D metal printing in the SLM process
(selective laser melting), Johann
Maier now also offers additively
manufactured parts. According to the
“Design to Function” principle, these
reveal completely new possibilities in
terms of design and functionality for
the components with highest complexity and tolerance precision. For
layer-after-layer quality, the same
materials that aviation and aerospace
rely on, are available.
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Quality is key, so we have a huge material lab inhouse.
Images: Johann Maier

panies its customers from the beginning. From the start of the design,
experts are available to advise the
customer. This ensures that the full
potential of every technology offered
is exploited, while at the same time
maximizing cost efficiency and precisely meeting individual customer
needs. Once the order is up and running,
Johann Maier continues to provide
the customer with advice. Both sides
must be completely satisfied with the
product produced and delivered. This
outstanding customer service has
already been awarded prizes by wellknown customers.

are global sourcing, digitization,
sustainability and mobility concepts
driven by high-tech and innovation.
Both require an entrepreneurial conviction that a status quo quickly
means a step backwards if it is not
constantly questioned and challenged.
Solutions must become better, more
sustainable and more efficient - for
the benefit of technical progress,
which also must be safe. That is what
drives Johann Maier. You can look
forward to the next challenge, which
is already being prepared for the
future.

Connections with 360-degree service

Contact:
In order to achieve the best quality, From innovator to challenger
JOHANN MAIER GmbH & Co.KG
design and function for a customer Technological upheaval promises far- Email: info@johann-maier.de
project, Johann Maier's team accom- reaching changes. Examples of this Website: www.johann-maier.de

Advertising
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Experimental investigation of convection
under microgravity conditions at BTU-LAS

TEHD-experiments in the LAS-lab (from left: Dr. Martin
Meier, Dr. Antoine Meyer, Prof. Christoph Egbers).

Natural convection is a phenomenon
experienced in everyday life. It is simply
the effect of hot fluid rising whereas
cold fluid descends. However, this
only applies under a terrestrial condition where a hot fluid layer is placed
below a cold layer and is subjected to
gravitational acceleration. Hence,
there is no natural convection in free
space like on the International Space
Station. Nonetheless, convection may
still be triggered e.g. by electric forces.
The so called Thermo-Electro-Hydrodynamics (TEHD) experiments can
induce in the absence of gravitational
acceleration an electrical acceleration.
The advantage of this artificially
generated electric convection is the
easy control of the intensity of the
electrical acceleration simply by
adjusting the strength of the applied
voltage and its direction.
One of the investigations focusses on
the utilisation of the general phenom-

ena to transport heat efficiently,
effectively and even actively controlled
without any moving parts such as
pumps or fans. In order to capture the
flow structures optical measurement
systems are used such as particle
image velocimetry to capture flow
velocity. The temperature distribution
inside a plate or cylindrical cavity is
recorded by a shadowgraph or a
Schlieren system which is able to let
scientists investigate the evolving
convective heat transport.
The other experiment uses a spherical
shell geometry and is one of the
applications of TEHD convection to
investigate planetary fluid flow. This
can include planetary interiors or
atmospheres. In fact, the system here
represents a simplified model of a
planetary atmosphere with the poles
cooled and the equatorial region heated.
An electric central force field simulated
terrestrial gravity to induced an electric
convection that is comparable with
planets like Earth. Planetary rotation
is simply added by rotating the spherical
shells. By adjusting the temperature
difference at each boundary, the
rotational speed and the intensity of
the electric acceleration one can
simulate different planetary systems.
The fluid structures are recorded by
the scientists using light rays that are
dependent on the fluid’s temperature
producing a deep insight into the

Measurement Technique.

fluid flow around the miniature
model of a planted. This enables to
study the fundamental origin of planetary waves in our atmosphere and even
to understand climate change.
Contact:
BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg,
Chair Aerodynamics & Fluid
Mechanics (LAS)
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christoph Egbers
Email: christoph.egbers@b-tu.de
Website: www.b-tu.de/
fg-aerodynamik-stroemungslehre
www.b-tu.de
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TEXUS Module.

Experiment Cell, credits: BTU Cottbus.
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Space Activities of the
Charité University Medicine Berlin

Muscle-Tone-In-Space, credit: DLR

EasyMotion, credit: ESA/NASA/DLR.

Current Human Space Research lead
by the Charité NeuroMuscular System
Group, Department of Integrative
NeuroAnatomy, and the Berlin Space
Medicine Center at Charité includes
three independent experiments (2015
– 2023).
1. For MUSCLE BIOPSY, we collected
small muscle samples (biopsy) from
two different leg muscles of male ISS
astronauts before and shortly after
their 6 month mission onboard ISS to

investigate structural as well as molecular changes to further understand
microgravity related changes of skeletal muscle during long-term space
missions.
2. The Muscle-Tone-in-Space (MYOTONES) experiment uses digital palpation based on the non invasive
Myoton technology to collect biomechanical data from several body muscles
(upper and other data lower limbs,
shoulder, back) to monitor changes in

muscle tone and stiffness as key parameters to astronauts´ muscle health
status (male, female) during their
long-duration missions on the ISS.
3. The EASYMOTION experiment is a
technical demonstration in cooperation
with DLR and makes use of a spacequalified EMS (electro-myo-stimulation) body suit with dry skin electrodes
to support physical training onboard
the ISS in order to save time and
enhance exercise outcome during
spaceflight. Expected findings of all
three experiments help to further
understand astronauts´ health and
mission performance during future
deep space exploration. Space
research on neuromuscular system
adaptation may also allow for the
development of new therapies in
apparently healthy populations in fitness and sport but also in clinical settings (muscle diseases, injury and
rehabilitation) on Earth.
Our Space projects are solicited by
the European Space Agency (ESA),
NASA (USA), JAXA (Japan), CNES
(France) and funded by UKSpace
(United Kingdom), German Federal
Department of Economics and
Climate (BMWK), German Space
Agency, DLR e.V., Bonn, and by the
Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin,
Berlin, Germany.
Contact:
Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin,
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dieter Blottner
Email: dieter.blottner@charite.de
Website: charite-in-space.de
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German Amateur Radio Club

DARC Headquarter in Baunatal, Image: DARC.

In the German Amateur Radio Club
(DARC e.V.), more than 33,000 radio
amateurs in Germany have joined forces
to practice and promote amateur radio.
This means that about 50 % of German
radio amateurs are organized in this
non-profit association. Since the need
for wireless communication is constantly increasing in today's mobile

world, it is important to preserve our
existing frequencies or even to gain
new usable spectrum. The aspect of
technically experimental studies in particular has always produced enormous
innovation and technical expertise
among radio amateurs. This has continued uninterruptedly to this day. Not
only terrestrially, but also in space: in
1961, the first amateur radio satellite
"OSCAR 1" was launched into space.
Since 2018, radio amateurs have even
had a geostationary satellite at their
disposal, which can be used to reach
radio amateurs halfway around the
world at any time of the day. Radio
technology has been continuously
developed: After Morse code and radiotelephony, other modes of operation
have found their way into amateur
radio. Radio telex, image transmission,
radio links via satellites and earthmoon-earth radio contacts have been

common means of communication for
years. Radio amateurs also set up radio
contacts between schools and the
International Space Station ISS or the
Neumayer III station in Antarctica. In
addition, digitization has changed a lot
in recent years. For example, new
modes of operation for digital communication on shortwave have been
developed. Radio amateurs prove that
the medium of radio is ubiquitous and
socially acceptable. Everyone communicates wirelessly all the time. We know
how to deal with it and, especially in
today's world, we are helping society to
correctly apply and understand this
fundamental technology in the modern
world of communication.
Contact:
Deutscher Amateur-Radio-Club e. V.
Email: darc@darc.de
Website: www.darc.de

Comprehensive expertise in III-V
semiconductors for space
III-V semiconductor components are
inherently energy-efficient and thus
perfectly suited for deployment in
space. Since many years, we have been
delivering GaAs-based diode laser
pump modules for laser communication terminals and high-power, narrowlinewidth laser modules for quantum
optical applications in microgravity. The
robust modules offer high functionality
with compact dimensions. In close
cooperation with Humboldt-Universität
zu Berlin, we have developed several
Image: FBH
generations of laser systems, used, e.g.,
The Ferdinand-Braun-Institut (FBH) has to generate the first Bose-Einstein conlong-term, comprehensive experience densate in space.
in the development of III-V semiconductor-based components and sub- Our GaN-based components have also
successfully proven their capability.
systems for applications in space.
We have been working in projects with Discrete GaN chips from FBH have been
NASA, ESA, DLR and international com- operating without failures on the
panies in the space sector. R&D projects Alphasat satellite in a 2.5 GHz oscillainclude optical communications, quan- tor. In the Cassiopeia project, we are
tum optical and beam steering technolo- contributing to establish a fully indegies as well as energy-efficient electron- pendent European value chain for
space-compatible processes up to 60 GHz.
ics for satellites.

XX

These activities target high-performance GaN MMICs used, e.g., for satellite communications in the Ka-band.
Research on GaN-based electronics for
RF power amplifiers, beam steering
systems and phased-array radar systems
is also ongoing.
Due to increased customer demand, we
are currently expanding our activities
into an "Aerospace Competence
Center". One main focus here is robotics for quick and efficient assembly of
photonic and electronic modules. We
extend our capacities to cover subsystem development, small-series production and product assurance, thus
enabling FBH to provide solutions along
the development chain up to flight
hardware.
Contact:
Ferdinand-Braun-Institut gGmbH,
Leibniz-Institut für
Höchstfrequenztechnik (FBH)
Email: space@fbh-berlin.de
Website: www.fbh-berlin.de/en
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dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ ǁŚĂƚĞǀĞƌ ŚĂƉƉĞŶƐ͕ ^DƐ ŝŶ 'ĞƌŵĂŶǇ ĨŽƌŵ ƚŚĞ ƐŽůŝĚ ĨŽƵŶĚĂƟŽŶ
ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŵŽĚĞƌŶ ĂŶĚ ƵŶƐƵƌƉĂƐƐĞĚ ďƌĂŶĚ ͟DĂĚĞ ŝŶ 'ĞƌŵĂŶǇ͞ ʹ Ă ƚƌŝĂĚ ŽĨ
ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ͕ƐƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂŶĚŐƌŽǁƚŚ͘
dŚĞǇĂƌĞ͗

dŚĞďĂĐŬďŽŶĞŽĨďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͘
/Ŷ ƚŚĞ ƉŽƌƚĂů ŽĨ 'ĞƌŵĂŶ ^ƉĂĐĞ ^DƐ ǁǁǁ͘ďĞƐƚ-Ž
ŽĨ-ƐƉĂĐĞ͘ĚĞ ǇŽƵ ĮŶĚ ƚŚĞ
ĞǆĐĞůůĞŶĐĞŽĨ^DƐĨŽƌƐĐŝĞŶĐĞĂŶĚƐǇƐƚĞŵŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚŽƌƐ͕ĂĐŽŵƉĂŶǇĐĂƚĂůŽŐƵĞ
ĂƐǁĞůůĂƐĂŶŽǀĞƌǀŝĞǁŽĨĐŽŵƉĞƚĞŶĐĞƐĂŶĚĂŶŝŶĚĞǆ͘
ĞƐƚŽĨ^ƉĂĐĞŝƐĂƉŽƌƚĂůŽĨZEDĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ'ŵď,͕ϱϯϭϭϯŽŶŶ͕'ĞƌŵĂŶǇ͘
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Europas Spezial-Event zu Lieferketten und
Engineering aus den Leistungsbereichen
Fertigung, Konstruktion und Test von
Raumfahrtzeugen, Subsystemen und von für die
Raumfahrt qualifizierten Komponenten

3 Tage
Kostenlose teilnahme konferenz
450+ Aussteller
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China is about to establish itself as a serious space power.
Do you want to stay informed about the developments in the Chinese space sector and
do you want to know the plans for China’s space programmes?

is an English language space magazine providing:
quarterly reports with the latest information about
the Chinese space programmes;
analysis and commentary;
background reports on space activities;
interviews with international partners.

Now available as printed brochure !
4 issues on annual basis:
31 € (mailing within Germany)
42 € (mailing outside Germany)

For subscription, please, send an e-mail to:
rcspace@t-online.de
Raumfahrt Concret; PF 101239
17019 Neubrandenburg - GERMANY

For day-to-day news visit our internet site:
www.go-taikonauts.com

